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"Our House": Perception at home
The Maroon Tiger takes another look at Morehouse’s image, 
this time from within the Atlanta University Center
Desmond W. Drummer
As one walks to the northern outskirts 
of the ever-expanding Morehouse campus, 
through a bleak corrida' framed by toe 
Morehouse Suites and the fenced parking 
la of the Woodruff Library, they are led to an 
Ethicpian-inspired gray edifice. Overlooked by
many, this place has more to it than meets toe 
eye. Lyke House—the Catholic Center at the 
Atlanta University Center—Is a microcosm of 
theAUC.
Inter-campus rivalries, and school-related 
stigmas and stereotypes run rampant in the 
AUC. Be they good a bad, fully justified a 
ingeniously contrived, these ideas exist At
Lyke House, such ideas are hushed—perhaps 
better so. However, in their daily interactions 
at toe Catholic Center, these students 
unknowingly demonstrate their institution- 
based socializations.
Morehouse students hold their own
“Individuals firm all of the AUC schools 
make up the Lyke House family,’ ’ says Carmen
Dauphin Ptejean, the administrative assistant at 
Lyke House. Prejean has served at Lyke House 
fa the past three years. “Morehouse students 
tend to have a high level of confidence,” 
observes Prejean, “they operate with a certain 
level of aggression and pride.’ ’
Prejean, a corporate America retiree 
asserts that although student leadership at the
Catholic Center has been varied since she has 
served there, Morehouse students tend to cany 
their load of responsibilities at toe Catholic 
Center and continue to be involved even after 
graduation. “Moe Morehouse students are 
making a commitment to Lyke House and the 
idea of the Catholic Center,” claims Prejean,
•Please see BRANCH, page 2
Intoxicating
spirits
An in-depth report about the 
effects of alcohol consumption
Lauren Stokes
R
arely in the Atlanta University Center 
is there a non-academic social 
gathering, whether at a club a at 
someone’s house, when there is no 
alcohol provided. A large number of 
anonymous students admitted to partaking in their first 
‘ libation ceremony’ ’ during their first year of college.
“I didn’t start drinking until homecoming my 
freshman year,” was a common response from many 
legal age and underage drinking scholars. Other 
students could admit to having their first sip during the 
communion service at church, sneaking a little here 
and there from their parent’s liquor cabinet (which was 
conveniently unlocked), a from an older sibling a 
family member that didn’t mind sharing the wealth.
These parties that involve alcohol are always off 
campus, meaning that most people drive a are driven 
to and from Even though our nagging parents, those 
annoying after-school specials, and those poorly funded 
government sponsored commercials have persistently 
recommended and practically begged us to assign the 
role of a designated driverbefore every night of potential
drinking, there are still a great number of students in toe 
AUC that drive while under the influence of alcohol.
According to toe drinking laws in the state of 
Georgia, it is illegal to drive a motor vehicle if toe driver 
has ablood alcohol concentration (BAQ of0.08—that 
is, when are’s blood is 8% alcohol. The presence of 
alcohol in an individual’s blood stream is determined 
by measuring a person's BAC through a breathalyzer 
test As the blood alcohol concentration increases, a 
person’s mortal efficiency decreases. A definite mental 
impairment begins at a BAC of 0.03.
Because of escalating numbers in alcohol related 
accidents, many laws have been created, and are strictly 
enforced to help reduce the incidence of impaired 
driving. A few of these laws include the Illegal Per Se 
law, which makes it illegal to drive in the United States 
with a blood alcohol concentration measured at a 
above an established level with Massachusetts as the 
only exception.
The Zero Tolerance laws make it illegal fa drives 
younger than twenty-one to drive with any measurable 
amount of alcohol in their system—regardless of 
toe BAC limit fa drives over twenty-are; and the
•Please see EXCESSIVE, page 6
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Spring tour travels 
North America
Spanish authorities look for suspects in 
recent terrorist attack
Marcus Newman
In 1982, Mr. Benjamin McLaurin, Director 
of Career Services, envisioned a voyage that 
would later be known as the Annual Spring 
Tour. This year, in its latest endeavor to expose 
men of Morehouse to toe business practices of 
American companies overseas, the Spring Tour 
took 18 students and seven faculty members 
on a virtual Noth American safari, stopping in 
Chicago, Vancouver, and Mexico City.
The Morehouse students were hosted 
by several corhpanies throughout the Tour, 
including Bank of America and the Chicago 
Tribune in Chicago,Emst&Young and Deloitte 
in Vancouver, and culminating in Mexico City,
where toe students met with representatives 
from JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank. At each 
stop students were given the opportunity to 
share about their experiences at Morehouse, 
as well as team about the business practices of 
each respective company.
According to Benjamin McLaurin, “The 
purpose of the tour is to expose students from 
all concentrations in the Business Department 
and other related disciplines toe opportunity to 
experience the global economy, as well as see 
how U.S.-based companies operate in foreign 
countries while simultaneously adapting to 
foreign customs and business practices.’ ’
In its first year, the Tour allowed accounting
•Please see TOUR, page 4
Mensah A. Lambic
In light of toe recent terrorist attacks on 
March 11, 2004 in Madrid, Spain, in which 
201 people woe fatally injured and more than 
1500 were wounded, last Saturday the Spanish 
populace spoke by voting in socialist party 
leader Jose Luis Rodrurgez Zapatero, bringing 
power backtothe socialist party for the first time 
in 8 years.
The rejection of the ruling Populist Party 
of former Prime Minister José Maria Aznar, 
cones amid questions being raised as to the 
origins of the unforgettable attack that took 
place at a Madrid train over a week ago.
Originally, Spanish authorities believed 
the bombing to be the wok of ETA, a Spanish
terrorist organization. By Thursday night, toe 
discovery of a van containing an Arabic tape 
along with the claim of responsibility or behalf 
of A1 Queda in a Lardon Arabic-language 
newspaper began to cast doubt on that belief. 
Friday night, ¡»lice found new leads - the 
discovery ofasports bag containing undetonated 
explosives and a mobile telephone.
At a news conference, however, Angel 
Acebes, interia minister, continued to insist 
ETA was the main suspect ‘ ‘How is it that after 
30 years of attacks, they are not going to be the 
prime suspects?” Acebes said. Still, he said, “We 
haven’t closed off any line of investigation.’ ’
Nevertheless, ore question that is on toe 
minds of most Spaniards, is the connection that 
this bombing may have with Spain’s decision
to enter the war in Iraq, where presently around 
1,300 soldiers are still present Many feel former 
Prime Minister Aznar helped bring upon the 
attacks by supporting toe U.S. lead invasion.
•Please see ETA, page 4
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Christian Nwachukwu: IWzaffrroHr greatest 
achievement as a Man of Morehouse?
Uxlriguez Murray: It will be graduation. 
After all, that is the reason why I am here. I 
am the first person in my family to go to and 
complete college, and my family is really 
looking forward to May ló"1. Iam just trying 
to hold up my end of the bargain. So far, it has 
been the fact that I seem to have touched a few 
people’s lives. For what more could I ask?
CN: You have a number of best/ firsts under 
your belt: youngest Homecoming Director, 
one of the most influential Treasurers in SGA 
history, service to the College with three different 
SGA presidents. What was your most valuable 
lesson as you look toward graduation?
LM: Wow. I have been very fortunate. I have 
learned so many lessons that made me a much 
better person. Most of my lessons have arme 
from older Morehouse brothers like J.C. Love, 
HI, CJ. Graves, Geoffrey Bennett, Brandon 
Johnson, Benny Walk, George Peters, II, Joe 
Carlos, III, Lekan Bashua; and some of my 
contemporaries like David Calloway, Jeffrey 
Tate, Christian Nwachukwu Themostvaluable 
one is that the true character of a man will always 
shine through. Just give it a minute.
CN: Can you graduate with a sense of 
fulfillment, having been unable to serve a full- 
term as SGA president?
LM: I do not know yet. I cannot answer that 
question fully until after I receive my degree. I 
will say this: I think of something brand new 
everyday that would be great for this campus 
and this student body. Everyday—like 
clockwork. We all have that one in life that
J U START
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On the Record
with Lodriguez Murray
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got away. For seme guys it is that girl in high 
school or that state football championship. This 
is the one that 1 let slip away. One day I will 
be fulfilled, but I will always be disappointed.
CN: If you could assure that your friends and 
loved ones would be honest with you for the 
rest of your life, would you?
LM: I would like to say yes, but I will not even 
lie to myself. I cannot expect them to always be
honestwithme,becauselcan’tpromisethesame. 
No matter what I do, it will come firm love. 
CN: Can toe Democrats beat Bush in 
November?
LM: Yes, especially if toe ticket is Keny/ 
Edwards. Senator Edwards has a unique appeal 
of optimism, he can help cany the south, and he 
is ffie antithesis of what toe Bush administration 
is: a tireless fighter fa the underdog in society. 
Thanks for your time.
about Morehouse only’
-----------------------Story continued from page 1--------------------
“the idea seems to just ‘stick’ with them.’
Spelman senior Lakiya Burrell asserts 
“Morehouse students are few in number, but 
strong in force.” Burrell, a French major from 
New Yak City, is a former ministry assistant at 
Lyke House. Burrell continues, “they are young 
men who take on a goal and see it through.” 
Many shades of maroon
It would be remiss to not recognize the 
fallacy of composition. Nicole K. Harris, a 
senior History major at Clark Atlanta University 
has observed the diversity among Morehouse 
students. “For the four years I’ve been in 
the AUC, I have learned that there is no one 
Morehouse Man,” contends Harris of College 
Park, GA “students display different shades of 
maroon. I’ve observed that every shade is at the 
Catholic Center.”
“I totally understand why some people 
would assume that Morehouse College 
represents the best of the best of African 
Americans,” continues Harris, “but I don’t 
necessarily agree.”
Harris expresses a frustration with 
Morehouse’s recent financial gifts. “I feel that 
other HBCUs are gang unnoticed,” laments 
Harris, “but I do appreciate the fact that 
Morehouse students that I know don’t brag 
about the status of their school."
Training in the liberal arts
A Director of Music and Liturgy at Lyke 
House, alumnus Mason D. Harper interacts 
with Catholic Center students in planning 
and conducting meaningful worship services. 
“More often than not, Morehouse students are 
confident and forthright in their exchanges with 
other people,” claims Harper.
Harper also points to an area where he sees 
that some students are lacking. ‘There is a need 
for African American males to be taught in the 
fields of education and the arts, even as supports 
to business and toe sciences,” states Harper, 
who is also a student at ITC and assistant chorus 
director of the ITC drams
On the Record
with Jeffrey D. Tate
CN: Despite losing your first bid for elected 
office, you have had one of the most influential 
careers at Morehouse. To what would you 
attribute your ultimate, long-term success?
JT: first, I think this question requires some 
clarification a, at least, sone definition of 
what it means to be successful. I’ve had the 
opportunity to be involved with many different 
facets of Morehouse. I can honestly say that I’ve 
seen and done a lot What has kept me focused 
is my resilient spirit and unwavering dedication 
to achieving my goals. What I quickly realized 
after losing my first bid fa elected office was 
that there is a distinct difference between power 
and influence. I realized that I didn’t need a 
position a title to make a difference.
CN: Why did you involve yourself in the 
Morehouse community so early?
JT: I became involved because it’s something 
I’ve always done. I pride myself on remaining 
active. (Although) I heard so many opinions 
about how important it was to get involved, 
many of those opinions were combined with 
opinions of staying away firm the Morehouse 
political matrix. I have realized that you 
can never be overiy concerned with (others) 
opinions, because there will always be those 
who have positive and negative comments. 
Every decision that you make has to be of our 
own and not of anyone else.
CN: Many students feel that to really experience
Harper mentions that Morehouse, as a 
liberal arts college, needs to focus more on these 
areas. “After all,” claims Harper, “who will be 
the professors of tomorrow'?”
Morehouse and the AUC
For the past 14 years, Reverend Edward 
B. Branch, an African American Catholic 
priest, has saved as the Catholic Chaplain in 
the Atlanta University Center. “Morehouse is 
about Morehouse only," stresses Branch, “and 
is notorious fa cooperating with no one.’ ’
Branch, whose work entails synchronizing 
efforts with students and representatives from 
all six AUC institutions, has a unique vantage 
pant in the AU Center. “I wonder if there isn’t 
a certain characteristic of opportunism on the 
part of the institution that shows itself in the 
attitudes of the students themselves, who tend to 
be opportunistic,” contends Branch.
“The endearing image of clean-cut men 
and uprightness is not necessarily true,” says 
Branch, “but even still, there is a such thing 
as the Morehouse image.” Branch refers to 
what many have cone to understand to be the 
Morehouse Mystique.
Branch admits, “given the mission of 
Morehouse to educate, not just career train, 
African American men fa leadership in the 
U.S. and the world, there is a certain degree of 
self interest that is the order of the day.”
However, Branch argues that Morehouse’s 
encouragement of its students to have vision has 
often been misinterpreted by the students as the 
call to individualism and opportunism.
In light of recent events in the AUC, 
Brandi is concerned that there is a general lack 
of awareness on the part of students from all of 
the AUC campuses. Branch claims, “We must 
all continuously ask ourselves what it means to 
stand at the crossroads of these institutions in the 
Atlanta University Center. The failure to have 
students constantly reflecting on what all this 
means points to a void in the black educational 
enterprise.”
a deep level of brotherhood at Morehouse, one 
would have to join a Greek letter organisation. 
How would you respond to that sentiment?
JT: I’m a firm believer and advocate fa 
the level of brotherhood that we all share in 
attending Morehouse. Despite Morehouse’s 
flaws and our many differences, we all have the 
commonality of being at this institution. But, 
I must say that the level of brotherhood that’s 
experienced by joining a Black Greek-letter 
organization is unparalleled by any other and is 
truly unique. I have grown tremendously as a 
result of committing my life to Alpha Rho. But, 
this ideal of brotherhood would not have been 
sparked had I not come to Morehouse.
CN: How do you define style?
JT: Style: Simply Telling Your Life story to 
Everyone.
CN: Is “Morehousepower” transferrable?
JT: “Morehouse power” is highly sought after 
by many. Yet, are we seeking to attain power a 
influence? You can move to a different position 
a title, which in many instances corresponds 
with attaining power. But, what continues 
to be neglected is that mere fact that without 
influence, ores power becomes limited and 
often pointless. If you are not respected as a 
leader, regardless of your position a tide, you 
have not attained this mythical thing (called) 
“Morehouse power.”
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This week former President of South Africa,
F.W.de Klerk will be awarded the Ghandi-King-lkeda 
Community Builders Prize. His visit to the College 
is not without controversy and has caused concern 
among many in our community.
Below are opposing opinions from two Morehouse 
faculty members.
The Maroon Tiger is published weekly during the academic year at Morehouse 
College. Our goal is to maintain an independent editorial policy. Opinions expressed 
in The Maroon Tiger are solely the views of its staff and do not necessarily reflect 
the opinion of Morehouse College, its administration, or The Maroon Tiger advisors. 
Commentaries solely represent the views of the author and are not necessarily the opinion 
of The Maroon Tiger. We believe all advertising to be correct but cannot guarantee its 
accuracy or be responsible for its outcome.
The Maroon Tiger welcomes your views on any public issue. We routinely 
edit letters for space and correct errors in spelling and punctuation. Letters as well 
as commentaries must be 300 words or less, typed, signed and should include a full 
address and telephone number.
The visit of F. W. De Klerk
Dr. Augustine Konneh
Don't give up 
on news
T
he methods and lock of the news 
has changed rapidly in our history, 
but its essential nature is the same. 
For all of the sensationalism that 
may be contained in either contrived, inelevant 
stories or overawed coverage of unfortunate 
events to the point of indecency, a guiding face 
dictates that journalism infonns the people 
of world, stale, and local affairs that the entire 
community requires. It is in this tradition of 
somewhat besmirched excellence that we 
continue to be of even better service to all that 
read this publication, striving to improve each 
issue so that it may surpass the one before.
For all of the work that we do, however, 
simply reading the Tiger as one’s only source of 
news would be a mistake. An informed citizen 
has to cull their worldview through a variety 
of sources with varying scopes. There is a lot 
more to be found on television than some of the 
talking heads found on cable news networks, 
where more often than not the method ef * 
enlightening theiraudience is less than objective. 
Diamonds lay in the rough, however. For every 
Sean Hannity and Bill O’Reilly, there is a Ttm 
Russert or Charlie Rose.
For those who haven’t the time to sit 
down for a strong one-hour program (or the 
attention span), several news sources exist on 
the worldwide web that are excellent in their 
quality. Most newspapers now have online 
editions that have the same content as their print 
editions, with expanded content as well. Sites 
like Slate.com started as news sources on.the 
web at the outset, and give thoughtful coverage 
to a range of issues.
For those who like to get their news in 
a more web-sawy and interesting manner, 
several sites exist that are forum-styled pages 
containing news stories major and obscure, with 
links to the original sources and discussion of the
topic ad nauseam by whoever chooses to share 
their opiniais. Sites such as plastic.com have 
done an amazing job with this format, drawing 
a myriad of personal convictions and political 
hu s i  heir web-browsing constituency.
Several weblogs, or blogs in common 
parlance, have refreshing takes at the news 
that may be more opinionated in its scope of 
coverage and analysis of several issues, but 
are all the more enjoyable for those that agree 
with tfie viewpoints. Some bloggers have even 
found a certain amount of celebrity through 
their efforts; Joshua Michah Marshall, the man 
behind the left-leaning taVdngpointsmemo. 
com, found himself in the crosshairs of one of 
America’s favorite neocons, hawkish Richard 
Perle of Defense Advisory Board fame. The 
ability of a writer-cum-joumalist to receive 
the prolonged ire of arguably me of the most 
influential lobbyists in Washington concerning 
the nation’s Iraq policy speaks to the power of 
the Internet as a viable source of information 
and opinion.
Several students have explained their 
purposeful ignorance of tire news, complaining 
that the news source as a corporate entity in the 
current environment is inherently biased, unfair 
in its coverage of issues, and altogether horrible 
for whatever reason. Though certain interests 
or agendas color sane aspects of news media, 
to ignore programming totally on that basis 
does a disservice to those who wish to change 
the way. Misrepresentation a crafting of the 
facts is unfortunate, but the heart of a message 
may still be distilled from those same pieces. 
There are more journalists out there who aim 
to give an objective and thorough story than 
those who may use the medium fa ideological 
grandstanding, making fa more good than 
bad stories at the end of the day. A little smart, 
selective reading goes enormously far.
F
. W. De Klerk was a part of the South African 
apartheid regime that was institutionalized in 
1948, when the National Party of the racist 
Afrikaans, led by Daniel F. Milan, won an 
election from which the black majority was excluded 
Since that time until 1990, the government did all it 
could to emphasize the cultural gap between races.
The system of apartheid was unequal and inhumane. 
It did not recognize the humanity of the African majority 
and, consequently, operated in a manner that promoted 
the multi-leveled oppression of this majority.
By passing laws that effectively isolated the African 
Population from all mainstream activities and opportuni­
ties, the apartheid government attempted to ensure the 
unilateral underdevelopment of milliars of Africans.
Indeed, the state was involved in all aspects of daily 
life. Under the white minority government, it sought to 
regulate and control all aspects of the lives of its black 
populace-their education, employment, spots, religious 
worship, housing, suffrage, and internal and external 
travel
These regulations exerted a profound impact on in­
dividual personal dignity.
The long-oppressed black majority bore the hunt of 
this regulated, discriminatory, and segregated system Af­
ricans suffered Iron poor housing facilities, an illiteracy 
rate of 55%, an unemployment rate of 33%, ineligibility 
to vote, and lack of any social mobility.
The apartheid and its security faces exercised ex­
treme measures in crushing any resistance to apartheid 
laws-including intimidating communities, proscribing 
organizations, detaining political activists, and violating 
human rights with impunity-to the extent that the United 
-Nations in 1962 declared apartheid a crime against hu­
manity.
It was to (and within) this system of apartheid that 
de Klerk was elected President of South Africa in 1989. 
Recognizing that the apartheid regime was untenable, he 
commenced a dialogue with Nelson Mandela (impris­
oned by the apartheid regime since 1961),though hedid 
na release the black leader from jail. /
Trading majority rule fa peace, an end to the in­
creasingly violent campaign of the African National 
Congress, de Klerk arranged fa the release of Mandela 
in 1990 and called fa a referendum on apartheid, which
was soundly defeated
The negotiations culminated in the elections of 
1994, in which Mandela was elected President, de Klerk 
accepting the vice-presidency as a sign of reconciliation, 
though his political role declined With the victory of the 
ANC, the transition to majority rule was initiated
The philosophy of inclusion of blacks, Indians, 
Coloreds, and whites in the government and economy 
replaced the policies of apartheid
After saving his nation fa five years, Nelson Man­
dela retired and he was succeeded by Thambo Mbeki, 
who won the presidential elections in 1999. Assuredly, 
the politics oftransition in South Africa was-and remains- 
a daunting task Much of the land and economy is still 
in the hands of white minority and there are no signs that 
this situation will change anytime soar.
In light of the above, how should we perceive 
DeKlerk’s visit to Morehouse, a nationally and interna­
tionally prominent black institution?
I see DeKlerk’s visit as an opportunity fa those who 
disagree with him to express their views without disre­
spect Those who invited him should be sure to allow 
people to raise questions and to make observations about 
his role in the history of South Africa generally and his 
vision fa its future.
Morehouse College has a tradition of inviting prom­
inent figures of world history to its campus. That said, 
however, De Klerk’s na altogether unblemished record 
with regard to apartheid does na warrant an award from 
Moehouse.
Indeed, a convincing argument can be made that 
De Klerk’s role in promoting democracy in South Africa 
was not the result of a demonstrated belief in the equality 
of all human beings but, rather, an indication of his prag­
matism: unlike his predecessors such as RW. Botha, De 
Klerk was politically astute enough to realize that times 
had changed and that the march to democracy in South 
Africa could no longer be forestalled
Although, regrettably, there may have been past oc­
casions when specific persons woe na allowed to speak 
at Moehouse, this institution has always taken great 
pride in its intellectual tradition as a liberal arts college.
Such a tradition calls fa free speech, the open ex­
change of ideas by individuals who have something sig­
nificant to say, regardless of their ideological positions.
Dr. Augustine Konneh is a professor of history and 
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r. Benjamin E Mays once said “We 
must always be willing to recognize 
humanity even in our oppressors”. It is 
widely known that Mr. F. W. de Klerk, 
forma President of South Africa, was a member of the 
government of R W. Botha, the last apartheid president 
of South Africa
It is similarly known that Mr. de Klerk did na raise 
his voice against apartheid during those years. Howeva, 
afta his election to State President on Septemba 15, 
1989, Mr. de Klerk made a complete hairpin turn. He 
initiated and presided ova the inclusive negotiations that 
led to the dismantling of apartheid and adoption of South 
Africa’s fully democratic constitution in December of 
1993.
Mr. de Klerk’s first speech was a call fa a non- 
raciest South Africa His second action was to end 
apartheid and inaugurate the drafting of a new inclusive 
constitution fa South Africa, thereby implementing the 
first non-apartheid government in the nation’s history. 
His third decision was to release Nelson Mandela 
unconditionally from twenty-seven years of prison. He 
saved willingly as Executive Deputy President in South 
Africa’s government of National Unity under President 
Nelson Mandela
For his political courage and his contribution to 
a nonviolent and peaceful transition to an inclusive 
democracy in South Africa, Mr. de Klerk was a co­
recipient of the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize with Nelson 
Mandela the United Nations Educational, Scientific, 
and Cultural Organization Peace Prize; The Philadelphia 
Liberty Medal; and the Prince of Asturias Prize in Spain. 
Since leaving office, Mr. de Klerk has established the F. 
W. de Klerk Foundation to promote peace, democracy 
and development in societies that are divided along 
cultural, ethnic, religious, a linguistic lines.
The Martin Luther King Jr. International Chapel’s 
mission includes an intention to work with and support
all people and ‘ ‘communities of hope’ ’ that li ve out divine 
promises of peace and unity.
The wok of the Chapel, true to its namesake, is 
na oriented toward revenge, vindictiveness, being 
judgmental,keepingascorecard, demonizing,orvilifying 
any person fa their past Mahatma Gandhi expressed it 
this way: “Complete nonviolence is complete absence 
of ill will against all that live. It therefore embraces sub­
human life, na excluding insects and beasts.”
The Chapel is dedicated to the mission of Jesus, 
including Jesus’ admonition to love our enemies. Martin 
Luther King Jr. later said; “Resistance and non-violence 
are na in themselves good There is another element 
that must be present in our struggle that then makes 
our resistance and non-violence truly meaningful. That 
element is reconciliation.
Our ultimate end must be the creation of the beloved 
community.” Weare teaching our students atMorehouse 
College a profound compassion. Moehouse College 
has been coming from a big place fa 137 years, and 
we are coming from a big place now. We are coming 
from a large spirit of inna peace and our desire to be the 
change we wish to see. We are trying to be the “Word 
made flesh walking among you.” We are downloading 
the eternal ideals into our biodataby being the thing itself, 
practicing, na just preaching.
One of the objectives of the newly founded Gandhi 
Institute fa Reconciliation, a program within the King 
Chapel, is to identify global citizens using nonviolent 
means to do significant peace wok and encourage them 
to continue that wok by foreva linking their names 
and projects with those of Mohandas Karamchand 
“Mahatma” Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr. and Daisaku 
Ikeda F. W. de Klerk will be honored jointly in King 
Chapel with Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela, who was first 
selected in 2001. Waking togetha nonviolently, these 
two men prevented a blood bath and the loss of many 
innocent lives in South Africa
Dr. Lawence E. Carter is a professor of religion 
and is also the dean of the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
International Chapel atMorehouse College.
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ETA prime suspect 
in bombing
Tour now serves as an early 
exposure to international business
Story continued from page 1
However, up'until the bombing on March 
11, polls were predicting another term for the 
Populist Party and their candidate Mariano 
Rajoy.
Zapatero will inherit many challenges as he 
takes office. He now finds himself taking the 
helm on a variety of key domestic issues and as 
a key player in the global “war on terrorism.’’ 
Zapatero’s success also has many ramifications 
not ally fa U.S. foreign policy in Europe, but 
also its success in Iraq. The U.S. now seems 
to have itself one less ally in Europe, while
Pittman's Index
50
The average life expectancy in Haiti in 2002
the historically pro-American government 
of José Maria Aznar has been replaced by an 
administration that has made it clear that it sides 
with the governing body of the EU and the 
United Nations, on important issues such as the 
Iraq war. The U.S.-led occupation of Iraq “is 
turning into a fiasco,” Spain’s prime minister- 
elect said in an interview Wednesday. Newly 
elected Prime Minister Zapatero has recently 
stated that he will move to withdraw Spanish 
soldiers by June 30 unless the United Nations 
takes control in Iraq.
Students attending 
the 2004 Spring Tour 




Story continued from page 1
students the opportunity to visit accounting 
and banking firms as well graduate schools 
throughout the country. Although in its 
developmental stages at the time, that Tour 
would later serve as a vital foundation in 
international business for many students to 
come.
For senior economics major Christopher 
Peterson, one of the most fascinating 
factors about this trip was “the intangible 
phenomenon.”
“That new relationships are fostered and 
existing bonds are cultivated is truly an admirable 
aspect of the trip,” commented Peterson.
Loretta Summers, managing directa of 
Deutsche Bank said, “It was indeed a pleasure 
hosting and participating in the Morehouse
Spring Tour. The gentlemen distinguished 
themselves both collectively and individually, 
and created a very positive image of Morehouse 
and its students.”
In oder to be selected to go on the Spring 
Tour, students have to be nominated by a faculty 
member and submit a 10-20 page research 
paper on different economic topics. This year, 
the eighteen students chosen to participate 
had the arduous task of researching the North 
America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and 
its impact or the global economy fa the last ten 
years.
To date, the Tour has been to almost every 
stretch of the globe, including England, Japan, 
Egypt, Argentina, Australia, South Africa and 
various other countries.
CORRECTIONS
•The news story titled, “Dixon supporters unite at state capitol,”
was written by Nicholas Austin with additonal reporting by Jonathan Blocker.«
•The music review titled, “J-Kwest blends raw skill with raw message 
was written by Miltonette Crag.
25.39%
Percentage of total oil supply consumed 
by the U.S. in 2002
94%
I • <• I 'r i
Literacy rate for the total population 
of Taiwan in 1998
Greyhound Is the easy, affordable way to travel for Spring Break. 
And with your Student Advantage® Discount Card, you can 
save 15%* off regular Greyhound fares. Buses are rolling 
24/7 to hundreds of popular Spring Break destinations 
so make your plans today.
GREYHOUND
Visit greyhound.com or call 1-800-231-2222
All photos from file. Sources: World Health Organization, GeoHive Global Statistics 
and CIA Factbook
‘Some restrictions and limitations may apply. Student Advantage® Discount Card is a registered trademark and product of Student Advantage, Inc. 
Discounts based on current offers and are subject to change.
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Hie perpetual Hollywood comic duo, Ben 
Stiller and Owen Wilson are back together in 
a new-age revival of the 197O’s“Staisky and 
Hutch”. The two pair together in the hope that 
the chemistry they shared in films such as Meet 
the Parents and Zoolander can be rekindled
Todd Phillips, director of such slapstick 
comedies as Old School and Rcxtd Trip, directs 
the bell-bottomed mayhem in an attempt to 
revive a television classic.
Perms, alios, and those nauseating leisure 
suits are brought back to add realism to the 
police officers’ amusing misadventures.
Even Fred Willamson is incorporated in the 
revamped creation, playing the police captain, 
having earned his reputation fiom the days of 
Blaxploitation films.
West Coast rapper Snoop Dog makes 
another effort as an actor in this film after
successes in Training Day and Baby Boy, 
carrying his raw, street persona with him 
Snoop Dogg is cast as Huggy Bear, and does 
a surprisingly good job portraying the aura of a 
seasoned street hustler.
In Bay City, David Starsky (Ben Stiller) 
plays an overwaking cop, while Ken Hutch
(Owen Wilson) 
plays an offica 
taking it easy or the 
law. Once again, 
Ben Stiller serves 
as a mistake prone 
individual while 
Owen Wilson 
anticipates his flaws 






School, plays the nefarious Reese Fteldman, 
head of a cocaine smuggling ring. Starsky and 
Hutch are assigned to bust the operation that 
Fteldman and cohorts have developed, selling
odorless cocaine
The blunders, awkward camera close-ups, 
and primitive special effects of films during 
the seventies are flawlessly replicated in this 
dull reproduction. As the two cops advance 
through each weird situation, there is an 
obvious observation that the creators of the film 
intended fa the film to be ate hundred and
ate minutes of non-stop drollery.
Though the jokes become repetitive, 
many cameos and authentic seventies 
tunes keep the picture interesting, despite its 
unsatisfactory plot Previous Saturday Night 
Live sensation, Will Ferrell is also in on the fun, 
adding needed comic relief. Musical hits like 
“Dancing Machine” and “Love Will Keep Us 
Togethef ’ blare throughout the background, 
reemphasizing the seventies culture.
On a lighter note, movie buffs and astute 
viewers will recognize a corpulent Christopher 
Penn playing the irksome officer Manetti, a 
far cry from his days starring in movies like 
Footloose. Car lovas and nostalgic viewers 
alike will enjoy the rare white-and-cherry Fad 
Torino, brought back fa the movie, a classic 
signature of the past television show.
In many instances, dry huma and jokes 
targeted towards seventies huma may leave 
the younger viewer perplexed, and at times, 
bored.
The two detectives trade numerous wacky 
punch lines and randan statements, making 
the story both conical and difficult to follow at 
the same time.
The combination of characteristic nemeses 
and overused clowning turn the plot into a 
hackneyed escapade and subtract Iran the 
gifted acting of Stiller and Wilson.
Starsky and Hutch came twenty-nine 
years too late and was more appealing during 
its appropriate time period
Elliot Stubbs is a staff movie critic.
His columnwill return in the next issue. 




‘In the Blood’ wins over audiences
Christian Nwachukwu, Jr.
“It’s Suzan-Lori Parks.” I walked toward 
the entrance of the Baldwin Burroughs Theatre, 
green ticket in hand Nicholas Austin had just 
asked me if I had heard the play would be good 
“If it’s bad it’s their fault”
After becoming the first African American 
woman to win the Pulitzer Prize fa Drama 
(Topdog/ Underdog, 2002), Ms. Parks told an 
interviewer that ha job as a playwright is “to 
give actos, people, a place to be, the characters 
have a place to be. And people, folk from the 
community, have a place to go to experience the 
energy of those characters.’ ’
In the Blood (originally produced at The 
New York Shakespeare Festival by George C. 
Wolfe), directed by Dr. Eddie Bradley, Jr. and 
produced by the Spelman College Department 
of Drama and Dance stirred shocked and 
simply shined
The lead character struggled as we all 
do, to fill the deep, vast emptiness of human 
longing—fa love, fa acknowledgement, fa a 
“leg-up.” In the hands of the cast and chous, 
the text of Parks’ play dissolved into the steady
'Eve's Opus' prepares to hit 
the stage this April
Miltonette Craig
So what really does happen afta the 
agasm?
Mae than you actually think. Eve’s Opus, 
an original theatrical piece by senia Drama 
maja Crystal Bennett, will take you on a vivid 
expedition of what truly happens afterwards - a 
whirlwind of thoughts, feelings, questions, and 
breakthroughs.
Eve’s Opus is a one-act play about various 
perceptions of sex, love, passion, and the 
consequences that follow. The cast includes 
six profound female characters: Young Girl 
(about 12 years old), Sassy (a sensual southern 





* 3365 PIEDMONT ROAD - RIGHT OFF PEACHTREE
Celebrating the life and times of
Greg “GP” Plummer, Gerron Plummer
& Andre Dudley
•DOORS OPEN AT 10:30 -COMPLIMENTARY DRINK VOUCHERS FOR LADIES, 10:30-11
•LADIES FREE BEFORE 11:30 -COMPLIMENTARY BUFFET FROM 11-12
rambling of cars at the bridge overhead The 
actors’ names melted into the seamless light 
shifts and scene transitions. The time was 
now, the place here, and we were allowed to 
watch gritty reality, harsh decadence, and moral 
ambiguity flicker and flash as though this were 
no play at all.
Crystal Bennett (Hester, La Negrita) was 
the play’s center of gravity. The wold Hester 
inhabited was ate where she was oily a “low- 
class” person and ha children (she referred 
to them as ha “treasures”) were mistakes. 
Whetha Bennett was telling her children the 
bed time story of the princess who married 
five men and had a treasure with each or ended 
a sibling scuffle by screaming, “You’re all 
bastards,” she was neva repeating memorized 
lines. She always meant it
But a great lead performance doesn’t cany 
a play and it alone can not help “folk fiom the 
community experience the energy” of a play’s 
characters. IntheBlood’s supporting actos were 
no stars; they woe planets in springtime— 
bright luminous, visually stunning.
Cassandra Henderson (The Welfare Lady/ 
Bully) gave a brilliant performance. Ha facial
bases ha life on facts), Lady Veil (a young 
bride to be), Widow (around 65 years old), and 
Soulmate (a reflective, feminine lesbian).
The six individuals bring to light their 
own unique perspectives on the diverse facets 
involved in an intimate relationship, including 
their emotional and physiological reactions. 
“The play is about what happens afta the 
orgasm the things that don’t go away afta you 
clean up and part ways.. .It is in monologue 
form so we get a chance to journey with each 
of the women through their discoveries of sex 
and love.
The play came out of the war that ensues 
between a woman’s body, emotions, intellect, 
and will afta she connects with a man,” said
I
expressions and posture when she was Bully 
and ha eye movements and vocal intonations 
when she became The Welfare Lady were 
timed to near perfection: funny and touching 
and then repulsive, respectively.
Justin Carter (The Doctor/ Trouble) 
soared as the angry middle sot; I wondered 
how he held Trouble’s scowl for so long. The 
Doctor’s monologue was a diamond among 
gems. Toccarra Cash (Amiga Gringa/Beauty) 
was sensual and depraved as Amiga. Ha 
low appraisals of her own body and Hesta’s 
were as much expressed in ha words as in the 
movement of her shoulders and hips.
Brian Henry (Chilli/ Jabber) played Hester’s 
first bom. Henry was good as Chilli, but I 
thought his performance was most powerful as 
Jabba. The turn of the shoulders, the way he 
waved at Amiga after she blew him a kiss and 
the innocence with which he asked his mother 
what ‘ ‘sluf ’ meant, all came togetha in the body 
of a mentally underdeveloped thirteen year old.
Forthe second straight year, an actorplaying 
a morally bankrupt preacha gave a stellar 
performance. Marcus Johnson (Reverend D./ 
Baby) is among the best translators of theatrical
Bennett
Afta taking a sneak peak at the script, I 
can honestly say that Eve’s Opus is a beautiful 
and pragmatic piece, and that Bennett put a lot 
of effort into her creation. It encompasses how 
strong love really is, and how much control it 
can truly take ova the mind, body, and spirit 
It’s amusing, yet intense and realistic at the same 
time. Eve’s Opus is metaphorical for so many 
aspects about life and love, and makes you 
think. Most importantly, the play is not only for 
women - Bennett is looking forward to seeing 
men in the audience.
Sponsored by Spelman’s chapter of The 
Dark Towa Project Eve’s Opus is scheduled 
to run fiom April 9"1 (Good Friday) to Monday,
text that I have seen in a college production. 
His interpretation of the sickening hypocrite 
Reverend D. (the way he recoils fiom Hester 
and then asks ha to perform oral sex on him 
afla she comes to beg for money for the child 
he fathered two years ago) is one of the best 
performances of the Atlanta University Center 
this year.
The level of emotion builds as one watches 
In the Blood. And when the audience feels 
that there is no where else this play can go, its 
lines cling to your skin like a windbreaker in 
the winter, chills the spine and leaves the nerves 
frayed. Rom the moment Hester says that her 
treasures are the “rreighba’s kids” and then 
screams for Chilli not to leave ha, until the 
lights finally dim on an inarticulately mumbling 
Hester afta she has murdered Jabba with the 
billy club that Trouble stole in the early scenes of 
the play, the audience is viciously tossed around 
in the wake of the cast’s violent close.
In the Blood would be a great play on 
paper, read in the room of ones imagination; 
but reflected through the skill of Bradley and his 
cast, it rises above the extraordinary and sings 
with frightening clarity and vision.
April 12th in the Manley Center Atrium Very 
interestingly, the play will be performed in 
Dinrer Theatre style since “sex and food are the 
only two things that you can enjoy with all five 
senses, and I want to present the two together”, 
said Bennett Accompanying the outstanding 
performance will be a five course catered 
meal.. .yes, FIVE courses including appetizers, 
salad, soup, choice of three entrees, and dessert 
(strawberry cheesecake!).
The cost to see Eve’s Opus is $15, and 
tickets will be sold on April 2nd at Market Friday 
and throughout the following week. Get your 
tickets early because seating is limited - only 
120 seats pa night - and tickets can only be 
purchased in advance.
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Ebay the right way 
Part II
After showing you how to bid 
aggressively and win items in my last column, 
this time I’ll focus or some of the finer points 
of Ebay, a knowledge of which makes for a 
safer and more enjoyable shopping experience 
(don’t I sound like one of those people on the 
loudspeaker at Walmart?).
‘ Feedback Profiles:
After each transaction conducted on Ebay, 
both buyer and seller are invited to write an 
entry to the other’s feedback profile: this is a 
short statement that gives each an opportunity 
to say whether or not they were pleased with 
the transaction. Feedback entries can be of 
three types (positive, negative, or neutral); a 
positive feedback entry gives an Ebay user one 
point towards their feedback rating, while a 
negative entry subtracts one point
When deciding on merchandise, always 
examine the seller’s feedback rating first 
Sellers who have high ratings are generally 
more reliable and can be counted or to deliver 
promptly, and you reduce your risk of getting 
DOA items. But don’t stop there; look to 
see not oily the rating, but the percentage 
of positive feedback, and feedback entries 
regarding items similar to the one you’re 
considering.
An illustration: Joe Blow may be an 
Ebay power-seller with a feedback rating of 
1000, but he recently sold ten defective razor 
scooters. You’re thinking of buying a scooter 
Irani old Joe and see his feedback rating of 
1000; however, you don’t notice that he’s had 
10 negative feedback entries in the past week 
for defective scooters unless you examine the 
profile in detail because the high rating of 1000 
throws you off Be smart, spend the time, save 
a penny.
Buy-it-now Options:
For the last three years, Ebay has offered 
a buy-it-now option to its sellers. If you find 
such an item, which has a fixed pice and an 
option to buy immediately and circumvent 
the auctioh process, you may click the button 
and immediately secure your item. However, 
Buy-it-now pices are generally higher than 
the starling bids for most regular auction 
items, so look at other listings, get an idea of 
demand for your particular desired piece, and 
make an iirfonned decision whether you want 
immediate gratification or have the patience to 
wait out the auction.
Search Keywords:
Face it We don’t live in a society of rocket 
scientists. Many people selling items on Ebay 
misspell, contort, convolute, and slaughter 
wcads in their item listings. Be creative. If 
you want that Kelis Cd (yep, still can’t get 
the friggin Milkshake song out of my head) 
badly, try typing “Cuhleese” a “Kaliece” or 
something to make sure ybu’re na missing 
out on listings (and great prices! —think about 
it there’ll be fewer people looking at these 
misspelt items). Also, you have a wider range 
of listings trom which to choose if your search 
term is more general: if I wanted a print of a 
Toulouse-Lautrec painting, I’d have a better 
chance of finding it if I typed ‘Toulouse- 
Lautrec’ ’ as opposed to ‘ ‘Henri de Toulouse- 
Lautrec.”




Stay tuned for the 
next addition of 
his column.
For questions and 
comments call 
(404)614-6041.
Administrative License Revocation (ALR) 
laws involve license suspension a revocation 
following conviction fa impaired driving. 
ALR laws also give state officials the authority 
to immediately suspend the license of any driver 
who fails a refuses to take a B AC test
If an individual submits to a blood 
alcohol test, and his/her level is greater than 
the concentration threshold set by law, that 
individual is considered intoxicated. Because 
the acceptable blood alcohol levels are often 
very low, ore may be legally intoxicated even 
care does not feel drunk.
While drinking alcohol, an individual 
must remember that alcohol is considered a 
dmg, and if too much alcohol is consumed at 
a time, it will become poisonous. Sane of the 
effects of alcohol are pleasant an enhanced 
feeling of confidence, and feeling more relaxed 
and sociable. But the downside of alcohol is 
that an individual can become too relaxed and 
uninhibited, losing control of the situation that 
they are in, and doing things that they wouldn’t 
normally do.
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Make progress every day
Story continued from page 1
reports that students who do not partake in 
drinking may experience many “secondhand 
effects” firm the drinking behavia of others 
around them, such as assault, unwanted sexual 
advances, vandalized property, a interrupted 
sleep and study.
Research also shows that excessive 
drinking overa long period of time is harmful to 
one’s health, and is a direct cause of cirrhosis— 
a disease that stops your liver firm waking 
properly that can ultimately be fatal.
Heavy drinking can also destroy brain cells; 
cause gastritis—a disease of the stomach; cause 
high blood pressure, which can lead to stroke 
and heart disease; increase the risk of cancer of 
the throat and voice box; cause obesity; and can 
contribute to impotence and infertility in both 
men and women.
Although doctors do recommend drinking 
half a glass of red wine a day to prevent 
heart disease, this does not grant a license 
fa immoderate alcohol consumption: men 
shouldn’t drink more than three or four units of 
alcohol a day, and women shouldn’t drink more 
than two a three units each day.
A unit of alcohol is measured as a half pint 
of beer a lager, a glass of wine (4oz), 1 pub 
measure of spirits (gin, whisky, bandy, vodka), 
or a small glass of sherry.
But even with these facts in mind, many 
college students still drink more than the 
recommended amount
Out of the 99 students polled, 13 tend to 
havethreeafourdrinksatatime; 12don’tdrink 
alcohol at all; 12 students drink more alcohol at 
parties than in any other setting; 11 tendtohave 
two drinks at a time; 11 tend to drink more on 
weekends; eight drink more if they go out to eat; 
and 15 preferred na to comment at all on their 
drinking habits.
Very few students admitted to being able to 
drink large amounts of without getting “pissed.” 
Other students admitted to drinking more 
when they were out with friends and having 
a good time, and a small amount admitted to 
consuming more alcohol when they were alone. 
The reader should note that this information was 
volunteered by the students themselves and is 
na scientifically valid.
By this point in our eventful college careers,
we are all used to seeing that random person at 
a party who has had a little too much too drink. 
They are either being carried out of a party 
ai the shailders of their very understanding 
friends, hooked over die porcelain bowl in the 
bathroan, a just lying somewhere passed out 
on a caich, a tloa, a a nice bed of grass.
Many students have had to play the role 
of the understanding friend, and it’s a given of 
college life that many people might have one 
too many on the odd occasiai; but everyone 
has seen that person who, over and over again, 
is the one ending up passed out ai the couch, 
floa,agrass.
Wliat was amazing about die poll conducted 
was that of the 12 students who do na drink 
alcohol, most choose na to drink because of a 
bad experience related to alcohol that involved 
the individuals themselves a a close friend.
What is more amazing is that it takes a 
life-altering experience for someone to stop 
drinking alcohol.
Some dryly noted, however, that many 
other people also stop drinking because of a 
specific life-altering experience: their deaths.
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he 79th year of the Maroon Tiger has been very dedi­
cated to innovation. Keeping in mind the mantra of in­
novation, our Editor in Chief decided that this year, in­
stead of simply recognizing students in our annual Men 
of the Year issue, we should create a ‘People of the Year’ issue. 
It was decided that the Maroon Tiger should recognize excel­
lence among the ranks of the administration, faculty and staff.
A committee consisting of the following students was assembled; 
Justin Buford ‘07, Joe Carlos ‘04, Colin Hosten ‘04, Anthony Locke 
‘05, Marc Muneal ‘04, Jori McClinton, and Christian Nwachukwu ‘04.
The Committee met and after much hard work, heated discussion and 
toil deep into the night, the final list of honorees was decided upon.
So, very proudly, the selection committee of the Maroon Tiger 
People of the Year proudly presents its inaugural list of honorees.
THE MAROON TIGER
People of the Year
The Institutions
Dr. J.K. Haynes, Dr. Daniel Klenbort, Dr. Abraham Davis,
Dr. Lawrence Carter, Dr. Jocelyn Jackson,
Dr. Bill Jenkins, Dr. Tobe Johnson. Dr. David Oliver, Dr. John Williams, 
(Not PICTURED: DR. ALTON HORNSBY, MR. ANDRE PATTILLO, DR. DELORES STEPHENS)
Dr. J.K. Haynes is a highly respected professor of Biology. It is widely known that ft £
after the successful completion of his Cell Biology class, a student is officially con- ..... 90 * \* & ,, f
sidered a Biology major among his peers. His dedication to research, his administra- Wfc ~ .Lp
tive efforts as a former department chair and current division Dean, and his passion A
for educating students leave an indelible mark on the minds of all those who come f
in contact with him. Dr. Dan Klenbort. the venerable professor of History has been ’. J"
extremely dedicated to the students of Morehouse for over thirty years. Despite the '
relatively small size of the History Department, the efforts and teaching style of Dr.
Klenbort have been the thing of campus legend for many y ears. Dr. Abraham Davis
is as essential to the fabric of Morehouse as the color maroon. A stalwart in the Political Science department. Dr. Davis is well loved and well known for his animated, lively and educational lectures. 
However, his work as a mentor to students often goes overlooked, as does his dedication to student organizations and causes. Dr. Lawrence Carter is the only man to ever serve as Dean of the MLK 
International Chapel. During his illustrious tenure, he has transformed King Chapel, and has helped to make it one of the most recognizable and respected places to come to speak among colleges and 
universities around the country. Dr. Jocely n Jackson has had a storied career in the Department of English, but she also w orks tirelessly to raise the standards of academic excellence of Morehouse 
students through her work w ith the College's Honors Program. She has also selflessly been an advisor to our national champion Honda Campus All-Star team for several years. Dr. Bill Jenkins helped 
to garner millions of dollars in research grants for the Atlanta University Center, and in 1986 he founded the Public Health Sciences Institute that continues to train African-Americans and other under­
represented Minorities in biostatistics and epidemiology. Dr. Tobe Johnson is known as the gatekeeper of the Political Science department: he teaches The Grammar of Politics and Senior Seminar and 
Pro Seminar. In other words, w hen one starts and finishes the political science major, they 've got to come through Dr. Johnson. And despite his many years at the College, his standards of excellence 
have not wavered. Dr. Dav id Oliver, despite being our youngest member in this group, is the very epitome of excellence in his field. A classically trained organist and beloved professor, Dr. Olivet 
has serv ed the College as an Artist-In-Residence as well. His skills on the organ are truly a thing of beauty. Dr. John Williams is a long time professor in the Business department. ‘J-Dub’ as he is re­
ferred to by students, is well known for his straight talk, informative lectures and professorial demeanor. Dr. Williams also serves as the divisional Dean for Economics and Business Administration
The Administrators
Mr. Henry Goodgame,
Mr. Charles Fischer, 
Ms. Jeanette Mapp-Stewart 
Dr. Anne watts,
Dr. Willis B. Sheftall, 
Dean Sterling Hudson, 
Ms. Adrienne Harris, 




Rev. John Brown 
(NOT PICTURED: 
dean Eddie Gaffney)
I The individuals chosen were done so because
J WW a ' 1» 9 their innate love for the College and theii
I dedication to the welfare of students. While
- / s j flB the age-old battle between students and ad
ministrators. and the seemingly iconic figures 
of ‘mean old administrators' is not necessarily
a thing of fiction, these individuals prove that at Morehouse, those images and stereotypes are not the norm Mr. Henry Goodgame. the College's Director of Alumni Affairs, works tirelessly to pro 
vide programming that bridges the gap between students and alumni. The man responsible for the organization of the largest fundraising effort for students, the annual ‘A Candle in the Dark’ gala 
Mr. Goodgame is know n campus-w ide as one of the most affable and approachable administrators in Gloster Hall. Mr. Charles Fischer, associate Director of Alumni Affairs, has had a dramatic im 
pact on students through his efforts as an advisor to the Pre-Alumni Association, the Student Government Association and the Miss Maroon & White pageant. Mrs. Jeanette Mapp-Stewart’s work 
in the Office of Business and Finance is most appreciated due to the meticulous nature of her reminders for students as it pertains to loans, grants and aid. Dr. Anne Watts. VP of Special Special 
Programs, is a constant nurturing presence at convocations, New Student Orientation, the Summer Academy. A Candle in the Dark and basically any other event that Morehouse holds. Dr. Wil­
lis B. Sheftall's high level of exposure to the student body and his willingness to discuss even the most minute or mundane of details as it pertains to one's academic standing, make him an easy 
favorite of students. Ms. Adrienne Harris's work in the Office of the President hardly defines her tireless pursuit of the interests, well-being and the advancement of the students of Morehouse 
College. Mr. Sterling Hudson is affectionately referred to as Dean.' Not simply because of the title, but because of the purest definition of the word: he takes the time to know you. inspires you. 
lectures you. builds you up and helps you to get out. Mr. Calvin Coleman, the College’s Registrar has been a model of consistency. Under his leadership he has assembled a helpful, friendly and 
informative staff who make it clear what is required to graduate. Mr. James Stotts. Director of Financial Aid. runs his office efficiently, and is innovative in the way that he promotes his office tc 
find more ways to provide financial assistance for Morehouse students. Mr. Sam Ellison. Coordinator of Work Study goes out of his way to be extremely helpful to students. His work is a model 
for efficiency. Mr. Omari Young’s easy demeanor and willingness to engage students as it pertains to projects on campus make him an easy campus favorite. Mr. Young is always there for stu­
dents with an uplifting word or advice. Rev. John Brown has become one of the most recognizable, approachable and well-loved campus figures because of the genuine nature of his demeanor
The Educators
Dr. Joseph McCray. Dr. Linda Zatlin. Dr. Rita Finley. Dr. Michael Hodge 
Dr. Barry Hallen. Dr. Vivian Brown. Dr. Maureen Dinges.
Dr. David Cooke. Dr. Robert Dixon, Dr. Virginetta Cannon,
Dr. Clark White, Dr. Keith Hollingsworth 
(Not PICTURED: DR. VINCE EAGAN. DR. MELVIN RAHM1NG. DR. HAMID TaQH
Dr. Joseph McCray is a feared professor of Biochemistry, and has been the coordinator of Senior Seriti- A J . ¿BRs -
nar for several years. But more importantly, he is a dedicated professor who demands nothing less than '» vS
excellence from his students. English professor Dr. Linda Zatlin, who has been working on the catalogue ' IW *1
raisonne of the works of artist Aubrey Beardsley (1872-1898) for the past decade, received in March 2004
a president's award from the Nineteenth Century Studies Association 'NCSA) for lifetime achievement .
and service to the group. Dr. Zatlin founded the group in 1979 with Sara Putzell of Georgia Tech. Dr. A \ s
Rita Finley works tirelessly w .:h stuce-.ts .vhoarer. n-rlolegy ma rs t ensure that their requirements
m her field are met sa: sfactonlv and done so :: a w av that teaches students things that before they did ¿iAc 'SBra * 9^1
not know. Dr. Michael H e.e. is a remr.'.-.-r c o . or :: se te. .hers who back in high -chool would take 
a class outside on a nice day He is an av id learner who loves teaching his students about sociology and 
does so with such a voracious nature that in a short time he has become one of the most beloved profes­
sors on campus. Dr. Barry Hallen is an expert in African philosophy, travels to Nigeria once a y ear, and
traveled this past fall on a Fulbright Fellowship. These experiences have helped to make his lectures useful, memorable, educational and extremely innovative. Dr. Viv ian Brown goes above and beyont 
the call of dutv on many occasions to make sure that her students are fully aw are and informed of the complex beauty that is the French language. Dr. .Maureen Dinges is well know n as one of the most 
popular professors on campus Alw ay s delightful, bright and warm, her classes are revered as pleasant educational experiences. She extends herself for her students and serves the College as a membei 
of the Judiciary Committee. Dr. Dav id C(«:ke is an extremely respected Physiology professor, Biology department chairman and serves the student body as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee. Dr 
Robert Dixon, former Morehouse College football standout and the current chairman of the Physics Department, is a highly noted academician and author. Dr. \ irginetta Cannon teaches General Bit 
Lab. Honors lab and non-majors tab. Hi wever she is among this groups because of her friendly and encouraging personality and her approachable demeanor. Dr. Clark White is one of the most popu­
lar professors on campus because of his straight forward teaching style, approachable demeanor and extra cool personality. His classes are informative and lively, and he alway s takes the time to stop 
and intellectually engage a student regardless of whatever else it is he’s doing. Dr. Keith Hollingsworth is easily one of the most beloved professors on campus. His wit. wisdom, affable nature anc 
his upbeat personalitv have made him a fav rite 1 'tudents for several years. He has also dedicated considerable time to the maturation of Business majors for several years as an advisor and mentor
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The Maroon Tiger 
People of the Year
Ms. Marilyn Birba. Ms Karin Ivi ry. Ms. Minnii Iackson. 
MS. Ora PRAY ION. Ms |ANK I CAMI’BEII.MS VERNITI MORION 
Ms I asi i an a Curi is. Ms Zandra Rdbi ri son
Ms Rari n Morris. Ms. I inda Ni i son. Ms Pai ridi a Boxa i rs.
Ms Bri np\Si i 111. Ms. I rana ini l ari Wrigiii. Ms Pai Ali in I ackson 
Ms I.ACCI D AA Is
B n Bihh\ works imheOftice of Alumni Affairs and is e\nx'ine,\ helpful lo siudcnts and ahiinni alike,
a I Kaivn I very w orks in the Ollice of the President and gi vs out of her w ay to aid students w hen seeking ad
»’ \ iee oi help horn the ml tloor IA cry one knows that if you want to get something done in Aivhei Hall, you’ve
x 4 got to go through Als Minnie Jackson She is a warm and dedicated person who expects ihe Ivst tiom those
c^ jglC1 under hei watch Ms Ota Drayton works in the Ilonins Program ollice and is a constantly nurturing presence,
li t I let adx iee, kind words, straight talk and lore loi her students makes her a belox ed campus (vrsonahlx Ms
Janice Camplvll is a longtime constant in the Ollice ol Student Allans I lei helpfulness through a xarielx ol 
Ijiltt^MII^^HHHHHH^H^^HHHHHIHIi^l ivs,vcted indix ulualx>n campus Ms Aeruell Morion is
1 . W :»«■ I'IB* I lei Hiclcss clloils m the National Akimtti
’ »SHh '« A-, oei.itioii Ol nee h.n e pm. hei I.ice lo la. e w uh .1 \ .11 iclx ol -.uidci 11and ex, \ nine she helps in
^1^ ih.u she e.111 At-. Snidcnl Allans,
v 'y and has Ivcn on ilk-Irouthue lor siudcnts dm mg homecomings. lamiR weekends, graduations, etc
SI' /undiu Kolvitson makes sure that no stone is unturned. 110 t's are not dolled or is are crossed as
I K . . it pertains to one's academic records She is an ax id supix'iter of Morehouse students and athletics.
* * 1' 4iKv '
' ‘Ufc w - ' 'Cl calming presence and tireless eflotts xx ith the senior class have been a welcome iunox at ion in the
JL (Mlice of the Registrai A Is Kami, Morris's bright and buoy ant demeanor juxtaposed w ill, her helpful
, nature make her one ol the fax oritcs among science majors and science non m.iiors alike Ms I inda
fk Nelson is know n as a belox cd surrogate mother friend adx isot to countless students, regardless of ma 
ioi Ms Pat Bowers is one of the most generous and well lox cd indix iduals on campus I ler work in 
" *«.• |H| the Placement (.Jftice puts her face to face w ith students constantly, and she deals w uh them in a xx ay
that makes her belox ed. A Is. Brenda Steele is one of the most encouraging and thorough indix iduals
\ , - 011 campus Economics majors and non majors alike make it a point tocoinc by her ollice for a kindword 01 an 1usp1r.1iion.il message. She is thoughtful, helpful and alx’xe all. genuine Ms I rauciuc I bail AA right listens to the pleas of countless students ex cry August and January. I lowever. she diX's 
so \\ uh .1 smile I ler work in the Foreign I anguage department has Iven extremely praiseworthy Ms. 
Pat Allen Jackson is the Oftice of Business Administration. Coming into her office is one of the rites 
and if she can’t get you exactly w hat you need, you still somehow leaxe xx uh a smile. A true testament to the person that she is. Ms. .lacci Dax is. formerly of the Office of Registrar 
.diication I ’epartment. is not only one of the biggest proponents of students on campus, she is a tireless adxivate for their rights, their adx ancement and their progression as men.
of passage that all must pass, 
and now \x ith the Phx steal 1
The New Comers
Ría t h rajan Skip' Mason ano Dean Daaio Brio
I his past year Morehouse welcomed back one of its former instructors in renowned archixist. author, 
administrator and historian Rex. Herman 'Skip' Mason. Seemingly oxernight Rex. Mason transformed 
Douglass Commons into an oasis of tangible history. His work to make Douglass more accessible and 
useful has yielded huge dixidends in that students and alumni alike are raxing at the physical facelift 
and the technological one that Douglass has experienced. He is very approachable, talks regularly with 
students regardless of rank or classitication. and seems to constantly be looking tor ways to improxe 
upon Douglass and the archix mg of Morehouse's ever exolxiug history Dean Dax id Brice came to 
Alorehouse this past August Serving as the Dean of Student Services this past school year, he came 
into a working enxironmeut following the departure of a long time and popular Dean. AA'hile others 
might eaxe or wilt under the responsibilities set before them. Dean Brice did the opposite; he suc­
ceeded and thrived During his fust week on the job during New Student Orientation, there was a mishap 
in which sexeral students were wiihout housing. Dean Brice rushed oxer to Sadie Mays lounge and 
stayed there until the situation was resolved litis dedication to the position has not waxered. and he 
is among, the most respected indix iduals on campus for Ins xisiou. uinoxations and integrity. It is well 
... , . known among the students that there is definitely a new Dean on the yard. 
■■Hr and by the looks of things, he'll hopefully be xxuh in 101 quits' seme time
The Sustainers
Mrs Gaaen W ade and Dr. Lawrence Bluaier 
(Not Pictured Dr. ajara \a euer Lea ini . Mr. Beni amin P. McLaurin)
As Director of International student Serx ices and Study Abroad lute: '.mona 1 xch.ctge Programs. Ah '. Gwen 
AA ade i' responsible for the well being of many ot otu best and br.gbitest sti c.e-.s .literf tey depart the comfortably 
cozy confines of Morehouse to represent the College .-broad Site ts also responsible for the welfare of our interna­
tional students, and quite frankly isone of the most approachable mm ole.-.'.-.;''. . -c.tx ¡duals on campus. She is one of 
the sustainers because her efforts xx ith, our study .».broad program strengthen our ties globally and help to promote 
the good name and deeds of Morehouse College. Dr. 1 axx re tee Blamer, .tssoc me orofessorof Biology is a member 
of his dix ision's facilities Committee and his primary Nvus of reseaten :> m ecology, am trial behax ior and ex elu­
tion. 1 le has worked as the director of the Georgia Pow er fnx moamcma Scholars Program. the Community Garden 
Project, the Compton Mentor fellow ships amt the flux ironmen:.»'. Starnes Program. His research and his work w ith 
the aforementioned programs prox ides countless opportunities not before offered to students at Morehouse. He is a 
sustainer because of the iunox ative w ays that he promotes has work, ms shade tts and Alorehouse College globally.
The Staff
MR. PORSCH ( ALIEN. CHIEF VERNON AAORTHY. AJS. JULIE PIN KN EY TONGUE.
Ms. Georgi a Roi an. Mr. Kena atta Sh amburger.
Ms. Jackh Mins Johnson, mr. michah Soci hern Ms Sheigko Gartef
Mr. Porsch I alien is a beloxed and helpful member of the eampus eommunity. He always provides i/y
students with essential life lessons, adx iee and uplift. Chief Aernon AAorthy protects its His
Ions, uinoxations and tireless work on the behalf of the safety ot' students has done nothing but
improxe exery year lie is easily one ot' the most recognisable tigutes on campus, and for good
reason, when Chief is around, he means business. But despite the seriousness of his position and
Ins duties, he is still one ot' the nicest people on campus. Als .lube Pinkney longue is a tireless sup- - 1
porter of Morehouse students through communications, student organ’.cations, and athletics She is u
a diehard supporter of Alorehouse tootball and shows that she truly cares about stu.dems through
het work as .11, adx isot lo the Miss Maroon <N AA lute Cx’urt and this year's Miss Maroon A AA me
pageant Als Georgia Rolax is more than the I'ollege opet.ttoi She is the tirsi smiling, face fn.a.t most ttme \ '.tors see \x her f'ey \ s ; ; ;e Co ege. Bu; sl'e's o e ; urn exen that, she's in­
sight till, xx arm, generous and lox tug Mi Keux atta Shambnrgei as director of Of: Campus Smcac; Serx ices :< metiemotis ;net ;i\ls o ' c " g. c e. 't..cents o fne goings on at
Alorehouse lbs work as a Residential Director and an adx isot 10 numerous campus organic.mm;s show his gem me am.' eem on fm fee acx.mccmcm c Alorehouse su.eeurn Ms Jacqueline 
Ables w 01 ks as the I’rog 1.1m Managet x'f the I ntma and Joe Adams Public Serx iee Ins;mate She s also me cm. eetor o . c Co ege's Bonc Scao . s I' ogm n I tow ex eu ; e mos; "uorumt thing 
about het work is that she tirelessly works to improxe the lixes of others anil she teaches students about rcsoons ties to sue gm.ttct comma ■ :\ M At cue Sc. ; a ■ worked tor years as 
a Residential Dueetor. a membei of the student serx ices staff and most impoitautix as an adxoeate o stacents Ho e.xX'i is alxx ax s ope t c 't.tcc us c. c. 'e mox ices seen nsig u .me. adx iee on 
life to many ot Moiehouse s stiulent I’ody AB Shiekgo i .utei is more than he, title ot Stmpor: Se: \ ees Assist.; ■; Site s w t -otc cae'tion one ot me u's. u ' . .. ,t cc.ccatcd entpioy ees the 
l 'olleg.e It.is I lei xx 01 k with countless Morehouse ex cuts, the Abss Afuooit X AA bite Co. I'omecoitmtgs. cm, Ale 'og.tnx t Atm on s tx'\x mat she ;■ alx c.t e> .me. . Me e'nocse .me ts s'.. cents 
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